Last year this question was asked the students in the questionnaire: "Would you like to have daily adoration during October next year?"

Just 412 of 543 replying, or 77%, answered, Yes. Only 73, or 13%, said No. The other 10% answered ambiguously.

Here are some typical remarks that the question elicited:

"Yes. Make it convenient for men out for football."
"Yes. I think it would be a great help in keeping us close, very close to God."
"Yes. It would be most beneficial for 'lukewarm' like me."
"I'm only in October? Why not after each meal so we can stop in on our way back to the hall?"
"Yes. I think adoration the most perfect way of praying heart-to-heart with God."
"There is nothing I would enjoy better."
"Yes. The quiet and Presence always renew confidence and refresh."
"Yes. Adoration gives me a half-hour a week in which to stop and think."
"Yes. Nothing so soothing as a half-hour with our King."
"Yes. The five-fifteen Benediction is my favorite devotion."
"It would be an aid and source of grace to the students."
"Yes. It would be spiritually beneficial, especially for new students ignorant of Notre Dame traditions."

Because of the enthusiastic vote, October adoration will begin this year at Notre Dame.

Promoters Needed. Help! Help!

Promoters from each hall who have at heart the success of October Adoration are asked to come immediately to 117 Dillon Hall for the cards. Students complain in last year's replies to the questionnaire that promoters in the past have frequently passed them up. Let's have no reason for complaint this October!

On account of the football games, October adoration will every Saturday at 12:30 with Benediction.

The Mission Masses.

Following are the intentions of the Masses for the Second Mission, which begins tomorrow night. Remember to offer your Mass and Communion for the intention of the celebrant.

Monday - Father O'Donnell
Tuesday - Brother Martin
Wednesday - For the next to die
Thursday - Bruce Graham
Friday - John Young
Saturday - All deceased alumni and students.